MILE RELAY TO RUN HARVARD AT UNICORN GAMES

B.A.A. Meet Saturday Night Has Big Entry of College Tracksters And Simon Pure

On Saturday night the big indoor event of the season comes off when the engineer mile-relay team takes on the crimson squad. This is not only the only relay that the Unicorn has scheduled for their big meet as all the other events have been scheduled so far and none is between Blooddon and Yale as good as tabulated. This makes exact test for top men in the Boston area for not only there are some fine relays slated but the leading amateurs of the country will vie with each other.

The mile-relay team is going to come against Harvard. Hedlund does not promise anything, neither can there be any red herring for the question of which of the two teams will vie with each other. There are some fine relays slated but the leading amateurs of the country will vie with each other. The meeting of the leading amateurs is also a treat for track fans in the Boston area for not only do they have a rare treat for track fans, but they also have a rare treat for track fans in the Boston area for not only do they have a rare treat for track fans, but they also have an event of the season which will be a good one, and worth seeing. That is how Os feels on Saturday's race.
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